2015 Stallion Cup Competition

- Homecoming Kickoff Attendance (April 6)
- 1st Place Sidewalk Decoration (April 6)
- 2nd Place Sidewalk Decoration (April 6)
- 3rd Place Sidewalk Decoration (April 6)
- Laser Tag Participation (April 7)
- Student/Alumni Softball Game Attendance (April 8)
- Ray Fulcher & Faren Rachels Concert Attendance (April 9)
- Homecoming Parade Entry (April 10)
- Best Non-Motorized Entry in Parade ($50 prize)
- Best Vehicle in Parade ($150 prize)
- Best Float in Parade ($300 prize)
- Softball Game Attendance (April 10)
- Baseball Game Attendance (April 10)
- Gee Haw Whoa Back Rodeo (April 10)